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Welcome to Expo 2020 Dubai — a global 
gathering like no other, and one that, on the 
50th anniversary of the UAE, allows us all to 
look forward with renewed hope.

Expo 2020 is one of the largest events to take 
place globally since the pandemic began, and 
we would like to assure you that your health 
and safety is our first responsibility.

Across the site, you will see a range of 
protective measures, from sanitisation stations 
to mandatory face-mask wearing, to rigorous 
social distancing regulations. Less visible, but 
equally important, is our vaccination campaign 
— all our staff, volunteers, contractors and 
official participants have been fully vaccinated.

The well-being of everyone working at and 
attending Expo 2020 Dubai is our top priority, 
allowing you to focus on one thing: creating 
memories that will last a lifetime.

Hayyakum!
Welcome!



3
WALK ALONG
AL FORSAN PARK
As you take a walk through Al 
Forsan Park, inspired by the 
UAE's rich tradition of breeding, 
riding and caring for its horses, 
discover a wealth of 
opportunities for fun, culture 
and recreation. From a taste of 
the UAE’s first opera, to art 
installations, a souq and Latifa’s 
Adventures, there is something 
for the whole family.

1

ARE YOU READY TO 
MEET OUR MASCOT 
FAMILY?

Say hello to siblings Rashid and Latifa as 
they embark on an exciting journey 
through time and space around Expo 
2020. Under the watchful eye of Salama, 
the wise and powerful Ghaf tree, and with 
help of the super robot guardians – Opti, 
Alif and Terra – they must unlock the 
ancient secrets to secure a brighter future.

2
MANCHESTER CITY 
TRAINING SESSIONS

Calling future football stars! Don’t miss 
the chance to take part in academy 
training sessions with English Premier 
League Champions Manchester City.



4
RAJASTHAN ROYALS 
TRAINING SESSIONS
Join the Rajasthan Royals for an 
exciting and fun series of cricket 
training academies and masterclasses 
with players and coaches.

5

LATIFA'S 
ADVENTURES IN 
SPACE CITY

Inspired by the relentless curiosity of 
Latifa, this space city is a fun-filled 
immersive experience. Bounce over nets 
in the “zero-gravity” chamber and power 
a rocket by jumping on 
energy-generating tiles. Embark on your 
own mission to Mars by hopping aboard 
a replica of the UAE’s Hope Probe.

6

AUSSIE FAMILY 
SPORTS 
MORNINGS

Expect the unexpected as we bring all 
your favourite Aussie sports and games 
to Expo 2020. Backyard cricket, sack 
races, Oz Tag, AFL and much more will 
be on offer every Friday guaranteeing 
a great time for your family.



10

INTERACT WITH WHALES 
AT RASHID'S ADVENTURES 
PLAYGROUND

8

GET ACTIVE AT EXPO 
2020 DUBAI WITH DUBAI 
FITNESS CHALLENGE
Get ready to be fitter and healthier! Don’t miss 
out on a packed programme of sporting 
activities at the Sports, Fitness and Wellbeing 
Hub that supports the Dubai Fitness Challenge 
from 29 October to 27 November 2021. 

9

UNIQUE FOOD HALL 
EXPERIENCE WITH 
TALABAT KITCHEN

The two-storey food hall not only offers 
some 30 food concepts but also uses 
cutting-edge technology and robotics to 
deliver an efficient dining experience.

7

LEARN TO DANCE LIKE THE 
WORLD-CLASS RIVERDANCE 
DANCERS AT RIVERDANCE 
MASTERCLASSES
Put on your dancing shoes and join the Riverdance 
professional dancers to learn the iconic Riverdance 
steps and choreography. Everyone's welcome to 
shake a leg!home with you.

Young Rashid has a passion for 
preserving the natural world. Ocean 

explorers can exercise their minds and 
bodies by climbing through a 3D maze 

modelled after one of the local waters’ 
most surprising inhabitants - the 

humpback whale! Watch out for the 
blowhole if you don’t want to get wet!



11

Enjoy all the fun of the fair on Around 
the World, a classic Venetian carousel 
with beautifully hand-painted images 
of past World Expos. 

13
MEET THE GIRL WHO 
SWALLOWED THE 
MOON: OUSHA & 
THE MOON
Tumble into the world of a 
12-year-old girl’s dream. A 
place where the moon 
speaks and the threads of 
destiny are weaved. Enjoy this 
fantastic show that looks into 
the mind of a child whose 
words would one day capture 
the heart of a nation.

RIDE AROUND 
THE WORLD 12

Be transformed with an experience that 
blends mesmerising sights and sounds in 
a synchronised spectacle of music, water 
and fire. Larger-than-life immersive 
walls are swept over by gushing water 
which then appears to flow upwards in a 
gravity-defying feat of engineering!

EXPO 2020 WATERFALL: 
A SPECTACULAR, 
UNFORGETTABLE WATER 
EXPERIENCE



17
SIT BACK AND ENJOY 
JUBILEE PARK

Home to countless lively attractions, the 
Jubilee Park has it all - delicious food 
offerings for every taste, dazzling art pieces, 
Rashid's Adventures, the iconic Garden in 
the Sky observation tower, and many more.

15
CYCLE YOUR WAY 
AROUND THE WORLD

Cycle your way around the Expo 2020, with 
23 rental stations located across the site. 
Simply book your bicycle via the Careem 
Bike App.

DO

16
RIDE A SLIDE IN
LUXEMBOURG

Slide down from a 21 metre tall slide! You 
can coast down into a green, woody space 
that evokes the country's beatiful forests.

14

FRESH OFF THE OVEN 
GOODNESS WITH 
DOMINO'S PIZZA

What makes pizza even tastier? Seeing it 
being prepared before your eyes! Enjoy this 
unique pizza theatre concept and feast on 
some supreme quality pizzas.



Our beloved Rashid and Latifa need 
help. Their evil arch-nemesis Mr Scrap 
takes over Al Wasl Plaza and locks our 
heroes away in a digital world. Watch 
how they fight to restore the beauty of 
our planet and the balance between 
humankind and machines.

18
MR SCRAP 
RETURNS

19

GET A LIFT TO THE 
BEST VIEW AT 
GARDEN IN THE SKY

20
INTERACT WITH 
OPTI
Be greeted and entertained by 
more than 150 robots, deployed 
by Terminus, who will also help 
with food and beverage delivery 
and hospitality services and 
even perform special displays.

Enjoy beautiful panoramic views 
from The Garden in the Sky, a lush 
green, tree-lined rotating 
observation deck that lifts you 55 
metres above Expo. 






